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1 Trump’s resignation odds have sharply risen with his
obvious cratering health & now Nikki Haley‘s sudden
interest in Iowa politics. Haley will be in Iowa this month
helping Sen Joni Ernst launch her reelection campaign at
Ernst’s reelection kickoff. 

Nikki Haley begins experiment in political life after Trump
The former U.N. ambassador, a rare official to leave on good terms with the
president, is re-emerging on the 2020 campaign trail.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/nikki-haley-2020-elections-1348432

2 MSM says Haley is in Iowa to help Ernst, while hinting at Haley's own 2024 run.

This is laughable. It's for 2020. The Iowa Republican caucus is in 8 months, on Feb 3,

2020. Trump is circling the drain & the GOP knows it. The GOP won't push Trump

out. Reality will push Trump out

3 Sure, Trump has a June reelection kickoff set for Orlando- the "campaign" is about

raising cash. Reality is, dementia dominates & will take over their plan. It will come

to a crashing end when Trump caves, is hospitalized or becomes completely

disoriented in a public setting.

4 Barr's protection of Trump is really about protecting the GOP. When Trump can't

continue or his Mazars & Deutsche Bank secrets are on the verge of release, you can

bet Barr will try the sleaziest treasonous move to help Trump exit w/out future Fed

charges. That's what Barr does

5 Haley has her own explaining to do. Her resignation was backdated to the day after

Khashoggi disappeared. It has been reported by the NYT & Observer that US Intel

knew Khashoggi was in danger & warned Trump. Did Trump & Kush already know he

was in danger 
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• • •

NSA: White House Knew Jamal Khashoggi Was In Danger. Why Didn’t …
According to an NSA official, the threat warning was communicated to the White
House through official intelligence channels at least a day before Jamal Khashoggi
vanished from the Saudi Arabian embas…

https://observer.com/2018/10/nsa-source-white-house-knew-jamal-khashoggi-danger/

6 Picture this scenario: Trump is told Khashoggi in danger. Trump & Kush already

knew it. Haley sounds the alarm. Jared says, don't worry, he’ll handle it. Khashoggi

disappears. Haley quits In protest. We may never know the truth a/b what Trump

and Kush knew & when they knew it.

7 Kush's "portfolio" gem is Saudi Arabia. Meaning he was responsible for the

relationship. Haley effusively called Jared a "secret genius" when resigning- making

sure everyone knew Jared was in charge. Haley has never mentioned Khashioggi in

her hundreds of tweets since resigning

8 As Trump's mental & physical health plummets, his inevitable exit looms. #trexit.

As for Haley she's waiting in the wings as a 2020 backup. She must answer for Jamal

Khashoggi. MSM must ask her direst questions a/b the timing of her resignation,

what she knew & when she knew it
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